Copycat
Charlatans, Crap and Junk Mail…the concern grows…
Once upon a time, when marketers and advertisers knew what they were doing, an ad
created by David Ogilvy for McGrawHill magazines received many awards.
It is reproduced in informed advertising anthologies and talked about on the very best
advertising courses. The ad is referred to as "The Angry Man Ad."
Here’s the ad…

Just look at the copy here…

"I don't know who you are.
I don't know your company.
I don't know your company's product.
I don't know what your company stands for.
I don't know your company's customers.
I don't know your company's record.
I don't know your company's reputation.
Nowwhat was it you want to sell me?"
That’s a message that’s so, so, sooooo relevant to today’s marketing challenges…
And here’s why…
The person you are writing to today, with your expensively produced DM pack, cleverly
written email or your costly ad or insert, has no interest in you, your products or
services or your brand.
They are not waiting for your communication. Please believe it. Not in the slightest.
In actual fact  quite the opposite…
Don’t think they know who you are and what you do. Because, the odds are they don’t.
It appears that this fact is still not accepted out there. Companies are continuing to
churn out work that takes so much for granted.
This is a disease called COA – the Curse Of Assumption.
And loads of people suffer from it.
It’s an infliction that can waste everyone’s time – both the originators of marketing
messages that suffer from it  and the recipients who receive it.
But, it can also be very, very expensive for the originators as well. Because 99.9% of
these kind of messages (or very close) get binned within TEN SECONDS…
Or probably quicker…
You will have received hundreds so far this year.
Here’s one I kept for no other reason than to present it at marketing shows worldwide as
a great example of how to waste money…

There’s so much wrong with this, it’s hard to know where to start. Address block in
caps, wrong salutation, the use of the dreaded “re” in the subject line, no benefit in the
headline, typos, computer generated signature et al…
Bad as all that is, it’s totally infected with COA. Just look at the first paragraph. All
about the company and full of arrogance and assumption.
Nothing about what they can do for me…
Another big time loser.
Crap like that is all around us, of course. Has been for years, but there’s more of it now
than ever before…
Which brings me on to a topical point. Junk Mail.
As mentioned in the last article, I believe all of us who make our living in direct
marketing should now be very concerned…
The industry  here and in the US  is currently in big trouble. Bigger than I thought,
too…
DM is a commodity now. A numbers game. The whole industry is based on this.
Lettershops, list brokers etc,  they all depend on numbers for their living.
Yet our business isn’t about numbers. It isn’t about carpet bombing homes.
Our industry is all about targeting. It doesn’t make sense to speak to everyone
to get to someone. It never did. So why are people still doing it?
As we all know, it’s no surprise that the inevitable has finally happened.
The recipients of these everincreasing, badly created and poorly delivered messages
have said “enough is enough”
“We don’t want it anymore”. “Stop sending it”. “Stop emailing me”. “Stop calling me”.
“GO TO HELL…”
But, to make matters much, much worse, large and small media owners are now
encouraging consumers to register their dissatisfaction.
One of my local free newspapers were bragging a few weeks ago, that because of a local
initiative, 13,000 homes (one in ten in the region) had registered with the Mailing
Preference Service. Following this success, they are pushing it again and have said that
they would be disappointed if they don’t get ONE THIRD OF ALL HOMES to register
by Christmas.

Now the heavyweights have joined in. This was published in the Daily Mail last
Thursday…

It’s a knife in the guts.
And a knife that gets twisted when you look more closely at the box in the bottom right
hand corner…

See where this is headed?
I’ll tell you one thing. The way we’re going, both here and across the pond, it won’t be
long before the majority of our targets are on ‘do not write’, ‘do not call’, ‘do not even think
about contacting me’ lists like this.
I think it’s bloody scary and should be worrying to all of us. So, what’s gone wrong
here?
There are lots of views on this. I’ve discussed it with many people in the last couple of
months. The last Copycat article on the problems out there, produced the largest postbag
yet. And most of you appear to share my concerns.
The direct marketing business as we know it, is fast becoming dead in the water.
Because of charlatans and crap…
People are making decisions on strategic and direct marketing issues that they’re simply
not qualified to make.
There are increasing examples of individuals having a say in creative issues, when they
have no understanding at all of how creative works in direct marketing.
And, as those of you that have been with me for a while in this column know, these
misguided people are now having a bash at writing COPY as well…
…because, anyone can do it, you see.
Easy peasy, lemon squeezy…
To make my point, look at this astonishingly poor example that my football club sent to
me only a few weeks ago…

Sub heads in YELLOW? I bloody ask you. It’s beyond my comprehension that someone
can even consider this, let alone do it and present it to the client.
But for someone at board level to then sign it off, just beggars belief…

You couldn’t make it up …
Whatever’s happened to the cutting edge in direct marketing thinking? It seems to me
that we're all working in a vacuum now. The robots preside...
Everyone's just going through the motions...
The worst by far, are these socalled ‘key decision makers’ in marketing  c2125 years
old, most of them with a big attitude and huge arrogance.
You know the type I mean. They have a job life of around 13 months in the UK
currently, which, for most of us who have to deal with them, is at least a year too long.
They join companies with virtually no credentials, move on in just over a year, with
even less. They know very little about f*** all  and absolutely nothing about the rest...
But they think they’re savvy. They really do. They "get it". They "see it". They know "the
angles..."
Bullshit. Bullshit. BULLSHIT!
When you have the misfortune to listen to them (you can’t talk, because they won’t let you,)
you find out very quickly that they haven’t got a clue.
They don’t ask for opinions or seek advice  because they don’t feel they need to…
If I find myself in front of just one more of these numpties this year, I think I’m going to
explode…
This is not the way it was supposed to be...
When we were building this thing called direct marketing  yes, it had to be built  from
scratch by visionaries... there was an ENERGY  a real strong passion  call it a vocation
if you like, about the business...
Well, that passion is still around, but it appears to me, only in a handful of people – and
most of them are old liggers. That can’t be right, surely…?
What now passes for direct marketing, is, in the main, as far removed from the real thing
as you could possibly imagine.
And therein, in my view, lies the reason why we’re in such a mess…
Yes, the carpet bombers have got a lot to answer for. As have a lot of the industry chiefs
that have sat by and continue to let this debacle happen.

But I’m convinced the real reason we’ve pissed everybody off, is as I said last time, there
has been a consistent lack of quality in our messages. Primarily I’m talking about
creative and COPY…
We’ve wasted people’s time. Shown them no respect. We’ve confused them, made
them angry, talked down to them, across them, up to them, but never to them – in the
right way.
So, they are now jumping at the chance to cut us off at the knees…
Look at the biggest mailer on the article above – MBNA. You’d think after mailing
quantities like that year on year, they would know what they’re doing by now wouldn’t
you?
Wrong…wrong…
WRONG…
Their direct mail is abject most of the time. The copy is pedestrian and boring. Layout is
kindergarten standard.
Here are two mailings I received within a fortnight of each other not too long ago:

.

Just give me a minute here…
Do you want me to go away, or do you want me to stay in? Because, I’m confused now.
And, as I’m confused, I’m not going to buy from you…
To me, it’s barmy. Plain barmy.
Forgetting if we can, the lunacy of these banal approaches within TWO weeks of each
other, just look at the other problems.
Desperately poor layout. Poor, ineffectual copy. Emboldening for no reason and very
limp selling propositions…if you want me to go away, or stay in for that matter, give me a
compelling reason and tell me how I’ll benefit from either. But remember, the benefit has to be in
the headline…

…and you only have 2.8 seconds to sell it to me.
It would be comical if it wasn’t so serious.
The end result? Another two mailings clearly unattractive to read. Another two
mailings hugely unattractive to even consider. Another two mailings that will, without
doubt, underperform and, piss a few more thousand people off in the process…
And another nail in our industry coffin…
What do we have to do to convince people that DM is a specialist culture…
…or is it too late…?

Keep the faith…

See you next month.
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